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About the Book

A modern gothic novel of love, secrets, and murder?set against the lush backdrop of Provence

Meeting Dom was the most incredible thing that had ever happened to me. When Eve falls for the secretive, charming 

Dom in Switzerland, their whirlwind relationship leads them to Les GenÉvriers, an abandoned house set among the 

fragrant lavender fields of the South of France. Each enchanting day delivers happy discoveries: hidden chambers, secret 

vaults, a beautiful wrought-iron lantern. Deeply in love and surrounded by music, books, and the heady summer scents 

of the French countryside, Eve has never felt more alive.

But with autumn?s arrival the days begin to cool, and so, too, does Dom. Though Eve knows he bears the emotional 

scars of a failed marriage?one he refuses to talk about?his silence arouses suspicion and uncertainty. The more reticent 

Dom is to explain, the more Eve becomes obsessed with finding answers?and with unraveling the mystery of his absent, 

beautiful ex-wife, Rachel.

Like its owner, Les GenÉvriers is also changing. Bright, warm rooms have turned cold and uninviting; shadows now fall 

unexpectedly; and Eve senses a presence moving through the garden. Is it a ghost from the past or a manifestation of her 

current troubles with Dom? Can she trust Dom, or could her life be in danger?

Eve does not know that Les GenÉvriers has been haunted before. BÉnÉdicte Lincel, the house?s former owner, thrived 

as a young girl within the rich elements of the landscape: the violets hidden in the woodland, the warm wind through the 

almond trees. She knew the bitter taste of heartbreak and tragedy?long-buried family secrets and evil deeds that, once 

unearthed, will hold shocking and unexpected consequences for Eve.
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1. How does the prologue set the tone of The Lantern?

2. What attracts Eve to Dom? How does their relationship change over the course of the novel? Are they unrealistic in 

what they want from each other?

3. At the beginning of the novel, Eve confesses, ?living there, waking up to it each morning, I felt as if life --- my real 

life, that was, the life I had always been hoping to have --- had truly begun.? What does this tell us about her? Why 

didn?t she feel as if her life was real before Dom? How does this revelation shape your feelings toward her character?

4. Eve and Dom live in a ?private universe? of [their] own devising? that feels ?like what we both wanted and needed.? 

How does this cocoon of love and romance protect each of them? How does it eventually undermine their relationship?

5. The Lantern is a story of isolation, silence, secrets, and of cause and effect --- how the things we do, or do not do, 

reverberate through our lives, often in unexpected ways. Can you think of some examples from the book that capture 

how the author illuminates these themes?

6. The Lantern is told from the viewpoints of two women, Eve and Benedicte. What ties the women together? How are 

they different? How do their choices and how they see themselves affect events as they unfold?

7. To what extent does Eve?s love of reading and awareness of her own imaginative tendencies influence her perceptions 

of Dom, of Les Genevriers, and of her situation?

8. ?Benedicte has never believed in ghosts. But the house is full of spirits.? What distinction does the author mean to 

make between the two? Do you think there is a connection between the dead and the living that goes beyond memory?

9. How does the author examine the many ways that one can be haunted? Is a place --- in this case Les Genevriers --- or 

the person who lives there haunted? How would you answer for Benedicte, Eve, and even Dom?

10. How does the past haunt the present in the novel? Can we truly forget or escape the past? Is the past a curse, a gift, or 

both? How does the author tie past and present together throughout the novel?

11. Why is Dom reluctant to tell Eve the truth of his first marriage? Who is he trying to protect?

12. How does the author use the atmosphere of Les Genevriers to reflect Eve?s changing mood as she uncovers the truth 

of her husband, her marriage, and her home?

13. What is the role of nature and the natural world in The Lantern? How does the evocation of the landscape around 

Eve and Dome enhance the story from their first meeting to the end?

14. As she slowly begins to learn more about Dom?s first wife, Rachel, Eve is reminded of a number of classic novels: 

Rebecca, Madame Bovary, Anna Karenina, Crime and Punishment. If you have read any of these other books, how do 

you think they relate in tone and theme to The Lantern?

15. What is the significance of the zoetrope?



16. As Eve comes closer to the truth she remarks, ?We all tell stories about ourselves, some repeated so often that we can 

honestly believe them to be the truth. Stories are our self-protective coating. Everyone has them not only the people who 

have survived terrible families, though clearly they will have a larger canon than most.? Do you agree with her? Are our 

personal stories ?self-protective coating?? Explain.

17. The Lantern is told from Eve?s perspective. How would the story change if it had been told by Dom? How 

differently might we see Eve and their relationship? Is Eve a reliable narrator? What insights does the novel offer 

concerning the narratives we create about our own lives?

18. What did you take away from reading The Lantern?
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